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Abstract 

To many, the 25
th

 January revolution in Egypt was an eye-opener. Lacking in headship, ill-equipped 

and tired after decades of suffering and oppression, the Egyptians still managed to steal the hearts 

and occupy the minds of the world. The spirit of revolution, however, manifested itself in both 

traditional as well as innovative ways.  

 

This paper attempts to shed light on how translation/interpretation, in its various forms, has played a 

significant role in rendering the message of the Egyptian people loud and clear during the uprising 

which culminated in the former President, Hosni Mubarak, stepping down. The utilization of Arabic 

together with another language in the slogans, signs, comic sketches acted by protestors, etc. were 

powerful tools that reflected the inner desires of the Egyptians for change, aspiration for a better 

life, frustrations over decades of corruption and their ability to derive humor out of a desperate 

situation.  

 

The paper will look into the use of intralingual, interlingual and consecutive 

translation/interpretation by the Protestors of Tahrir Square such as that used in the Mr Nana sketch, 

signs with hieroglyphs as well as English. The emphasis will be only analyzing how translation had 

been used in such a socio-political context. 



Presentation: 

 

When subjects become objects 
When the subjects of a nation are forced to be no more than objects by political regimes over 

decades of tyranny and oppression, expect nothing less than a revolution. In spite of the fact that no 

one had any idea that the events of 25
th

 January 2011 were going to turn into a full-fledged 

revolution leading to the ousting Mubarak after a 30-year coma, many refused to believe that the 

state of affairs under the Mubarak regime was to continue unchanged indefinitely. A revolution had 

been brewing for many years. But no one could determine when the decisive moment was to come. 

 

For fear of bloodsheds, especially when dealing with a brutal regime that ruled Egypt with an iron 

fist, many were against the people going out in droves in opposition to the Government. Still, many 

others had lost all hope in effecting any kind of change using peaceful means. There was hesitation 

… reluctance to join the forces of change. But, what the whole world was not paying much 

attention to at the time was the fact that as time goes by the generational gap got wider and wider. 

The young had not faith in the ability of the old to make changes. The old had reached a saturation 

point of frustration and indifference that paralyzed their abilities to even believe that they might live 

long enough to see change. 

 

Egypt was staggering under economic policies that were designed to make the rich richer, the poor 

poorer and the corrupt more corrupt; under social conditions that made the depressed more 

depressed; under a state of moral degradation that made the talk of adhering to traditional as well as 

religious moral values no more than detachment from reality. And above all, Egypt was a police 

state where one could simply and easily disappear from the face of the Earth for daring to ask for 

one’s right to request that one’s dignity be preserved. 

 

The millions who went out into the streets and Tahrir Squares of Egypt were not willing to give 

away their lives for better economic conditions or a bunch of economic measures by way of reform; 

rather they went out demanding freedom and dignity above all things.  

 

The decadent Egyptian regime was so arrogant that they thought that once the Ministry of interior 

used its muscles and exercised its heavy hands, as they always did, the protest would come to an 

end marking another victory for the “over-inflated” regime. The entire body of the police force was 

undoubtedly disconnected from reality and over-estimated its true power especially after living in a 

state of denial for decades. 

 

The two conflicting parties were bound to clash, and they did. Each party sought “to undermine 

each other because they have incompatible goals, competing interests, or fundamentally different 

values.” (Baker, 2006:1) 

 

The result was thousands of casualties, the police balloon bursting and their morale totally crushed, 

the president ousted, the Supreme Council of Armed forces taking over owing to the absence of 

leadership from among the protesters, and a state of confusion and uncertainty mixed with a faint 

feeling of hope and anticipation for a better future. 

 

One battle had been won, but the war has not been settled yet. The events of this battle (Jan. 25 – 

Feb. 11) will take many years to record. This paper only touches upon one minor, but very serious, 

aspect of the struggle. 

 

Humor and/in Translation 

To many, the 25
th

 January revolution in Egypt was an eye-opener. Lacking in headship, ill-equipped 

and tired after decades of suffering and oppression, the Egyptians still managed to steal the hearts 



and occupy the minds of the world. The spirit of revolution, however, manifested itself in both 

traditional as well as innovative ways. Known for their distinct sense of humor, the Egyptian people 

used that sense extensively during the revolution. The aim was not to make a bunch people laugh, 

but to make the whole world hear their message and be involved in the struggle. The language used 

to that effect was one that went beyond national borders. It was the language of humor. Coupled 

with translation, the message was communicated loud and clear. 

 

According to Baker “We now live and function in a climate of conflict that cuts across national 

boundaries. In this conflict-ridden world, translation is central to the ability of all parties to 

legitimize their version of events. (2006:1) 

 

The Mr Nana sketch 

 
 

 
 

For the Mr Nana sketch, performed by 2 amateur Egyptians, this statement seems to hit the right 

nail. Mr Nana is introduced as an Indian expert who had come to Egypt to offer the Egyptian people 

“imported” solutions to their problems. He expresses his views based on the Indian experience, 

which apparently is not that different at all from the Egyptian one even in relation to the names of 

corrupt individuals in the Government. His name comes from the way he talks. His entire speech is 

a combination of incomprehensible utterances made up almost entirely of the sounds na, ni, nu. The 

issues he addresses in his answers to the questions posed to him are of immediate relation to the 

Egyptian case. He draws on Indian experience only in terms of dress, look and incomprehensibility 

of speech. 

 



Mr Nana is accompanied by his interpreter who is also the interviewer. The interpreting takes place 

consecutively. The humor stimulates from the fact that the audience are able to guess, and 

sometimes interpret themselves, what Mr Nana says. He speaks Arabic in a pretend-Indian-Mr-

Nana style. His implicit message is that suffering under brutal regimes is similar, no matter where 

you are from. His solutions also seem to provide support to what the Egyptians were doing at the 

time, and to emphasize that revolting against oppression was the way forward. Mr Nana ends his 

sketch shouting with the protesters in Arabic in a show of consolidation.  

 

If the Mr Nana sketch achieved as little as raising the spirits of the protesters, this would have been 

sufficient. However, the underlined message, which consecutive interpreting helped to 

communicate, was that a revolution is no longer a local act; the whole world has to get involved, 

lessons have to be learnt, nations and people must understand they are not alone even within their 

own borders. 

 

 

The Osta Zalata Do‘beish Act 

 

     
 

In contrast with Mr Nana Sketch, the Osta Zalata Do‘beish Act aims to represent the view of the 

supporters of the ousted president and his regime. Dressed in a red T-shirt and unshaven, Osta 

Zalata is one with a speech impediment and a twitching right eye representing the shortcomings of 

the system. His inability to read and write, blind dedication to the corrupt system, twisted reasoning 

and opposition to the pro-democracy protesters, were all reminiscent of the reasons why the 

revolution took place. Humor was based here on how brazenly illogical the justifications in support 

of the Mubarak system were. 

 

 

Slogans and Signs 

 

   
Among the slogans raised by the protesters were ‘Irhal ya‘ni Imshi – yimkin mabyifhamshi’, that is 

literally, “Leave means go away”; a message demanding that Mubarak stepped down. The implicit 

message represented in the intralingual translation involved is not to clarify what ‘irhal/leave’ 

actually means; rather it is a powerful statement saying to Mubarak in only 3 words ‘If you are so 

stupid that you did not understand what ‘irhal” means, we are spelling it out for you.’ To be shouted 



by the protesters also indicates that they wanted their message heard in case the former president 

failed to read it. 

 

 

 
The protesters equated Mubarak with the Pharaohs who believed they had the divine right to rule 

and only left the rule when dead. They raised a sign including some hieroglyphic symbols under 

which the letters of the word ‘irhal’ had been spelled in Arabic indicating that the former president 

was so ancient that it was time for change, and that perhaps he only understood hieroglyphs being 

himself an antique belonging to a time that had gone by. The sign reads: ‘Irhal in hieroglyphs, 

perhaps you will then understand it, Pharaoh.’ 

 

 
The same ‘irhal’ message was also written from right to left with a comment: “Maybe, he 

(Mubarak) understands things in the wrong order.” 

 

For many years, the former president was referred to as La Vache qui rit, that is, the Laughing Cow. 

This was never published in Egypt, although it found its way to one of the Guides to Egypt under 

Cheese stating it was a nickname for the Egyptian President. The revolution revived that nickname 

and innovatively used the sound made by cows in combination with Mubarak’s name giving us 

‘Muuh-barak’. The use of Latin letters, instead of Arabic is meant as a message to the world who 

was watching how the revolution unfolds. 

 

 
 



Mubarak’s name was also interpreted to mean all negative qualities. 

  
He was also represented as Hitler. The use of Mubarak’s picture with Hitler’s moustache is 

interpreted inter-semiotically to represent the former president of Egypt as a brutal dictator; a 

message reiterated in the interpretation of what the B in his name stands for. 

  
 

Conclusion 
The humorous sketches, slogans, signs, etc., all betrayed the fact that the Egyptians had been very 

attentive to subtle details in terms of the Mubrak regime schemes, scams, and how incompetent, 

malicious and immoral the entire system was. They reflected the frustrations of the people, and 

voiced their aspirations for a better tomorrow that is totally detached from the Mubarak era.  

Relations with the demoralizing past needed to be severed so that a clean start could be attempted. 

The Egyptians did not want to embark on this undertaking alone. They wanted the whole world to 

join. Translation/Interpreting was a means to do just this. 

 

Did the Egyptians manage to get their voices heard internationally? Did their revolution have any 

impact on the world? Perhaps, the answer is here: 

 

  



 

 

 

 

     
 

     
 

   


